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91423 Examine the influence of context  

on a substantial music work
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Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Examine the influence of context on a 
substantial music work.

Examine in depth the influence of 
context on a substantial music work.

Examine perceptively the influence of 
context on a substantial music work.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

Write ONE essay in this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–12 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.
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Achievement exemplar 2017 

Subject: Music Standard: 91423 Total score: 04 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

 A4 

A clear understanding of the work studied is demonstrated and there 
are generalised explanations provided about geographical influences 
across the range of conception, production and interpretative aspects. 
Some good ideas are presented throughout the essay, although often 
statements are made that are not supported with detailed explanations 
(e.g. “she became attached to New Zealand culture as there was no 
connection with her Scottish heritage”). 
There is a range of simple musical evidence throughout, although at 
times this is more presentation of facts, rather than analytical material 
that supports a contextual concept. 
The chosen work provides rich discussion material and this needed to 
be explored in greater depth overall. 




